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Abstract
In this paper we present a top-down, projection-profile
based algorithm to separate text blocks from image blocks
in a Devanagari document. We use a distinctive feature of
Devanagari text, called Shirorekha (Header Line) to analyze the pattern produced by Devanagari text in the horizontal profile. The horizontal profile corresponding to a text
block possesses certain regularity in frequency, orientation
and shows spatial cohesion. The algorithm uses these features to identify text blocks in a document image containing
both text and graphics.

structures (columns). They are more flexible but may
suffer from accumulation of errors. It makes use of
methods like Connected Component Analysis [16, 17],
Run-Length smoothing [4], Region-growing methods [18],
Neighborhood-Line density [19] and Neural networks [23].
Most of these methods require high computation.
Many methods do not fit in to both of these categories
and therefore are called Hybrid methods. Among these
methods are Texture-based [20, 21], Gabor Filter [22]. In
this paper we present a top-down technique based on horizontal profile of the image.

1.1. Some features of Devanagari script

1. Introduction
Given a document image, the end result of a document
segmentation algorithm, in general, produces a hierarchical
structure that captures the physical layout and the logical
meaning of the input document image [1, 5]. The top of this
structure presents an entire page and the bottom includes all
glyphs on the document. The text blocks, lines, words and
characters are placed at different levels in the structure.
Techniques for page segmentation and layout analysis
are broadly divided in to three main categories: top-down,
bottom-up and hybrid techniques [8].
Top-down techniques start by detecting the highest level
of structure (large scale features like images, columns) and
proceed by successive splitting until they reach the bottom
layer (small scale features like individual characters). For
this type of procedures, a priori knowledge about the page
layout is necessary. It relies on methods such as Run-length
smearing [3, 4] Projection profile methods [6, 7, 9], white
streams [10], Fourier Transform [11], Template [12], Form
Definition Language[13, 14], Rule-based systems [7], Gradient [15], etc.
Bottom-up methods start with the smallest elements
(pixels), merging them recursively in connected components or regions (characters and words), and then in larger

Devanagari script has 5 basic vowels and 29 consonants
along with 12 modifiers. Script has it’s own specified composition rules for combining vowels, consonants and modifiers. Modifiers are attached to the top, bottom, left or right
side of other characters. All characters of a word are glued
together by a horizontal line, called Shirorekha, which runs
at the top of core characters. This Shirorekha is the most
dominating horizontal line in a text line. Top modifiers are
placed above Shirorekha and bottom modifiers are placed
below character. Figure 1 shows an example of a Devanagari document image.

2. Algorithm
The algorithm presented in this paper takes advantage of
the Shirorekha which is a distinctive feature of the Devanagari Script. This algorithm presents a top-down approach
by initially considering the complete document and trying
to recursively extract text blocks from it.

2.1 Concept
The algorithm first generates the horizontal histogram of
the entire image. The horizontal histogram is the number of
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black pixels on each row. When the horizontal histogram is
plotted of the document image, the rows where Shirorekha
is present will have maximum number of black pixels. Thus
in an horizontal histogram of a Devanagari document, each
text line will produce a pattern consisting of a peak, corresponding to Shirorekha and lower histogram values (number of black pixels) in it’s neighborhood, corresponding to
characters on lower side and ascenders on upper side of this
peak. Thus the patterns (profiles) formed by text blocks
are characterized by ranges of thick black peaks, separated
by white gaps. Any graphics or images by contrast have
relatively uniform pattern, with no prominent peaks. This
method is largely independent of font size as no heuristic
threshold value is used. Another main feature of a text block
is that the histogram corresponding to that block possesses
certain frequency and orientation and shows spatial cohesion i.e. adjacent lines are of similar height. Since text lines
appear adjacent to each other, we look for adjacent patterns
which have identical shape and size distribution. If this profile is found,then this portion of document must contain Devanagari text. Any variation from this characteristic, must
be an image with or without surrounding text.
Once all the text blocks in the document are located, we
need to sort the text blocks in reading order. At this stage,
a prior knowledge of page layout is necessary. We present
a method for a newspaper or journal article layout (from
left to right and within each column from top to bottom).
Simple modifications can be applied for other layouts.

Since characters contribute fewer pixels in each
row, the number of black pixels in this portion decreases drastically from Shirorekha portion. Thus each text line produces a shape in histogram, in which the height of graph increases
drastically after some rows and then decreases to
a lower value.
Printed text consists of characters with approximately same size and thickness and are located at
a regular distance from each other [2]. In a single
block, usually the text is of same font size and
spacing. Thus the pattern produced by each text
line in horizontal histogram has almost the same
width (number of rows) and is equally spaced.
– Intervals between peaks: Since the Shirorekha
is present at the top of each word, adjacent Shirorekhas are equally distanced in the document,
due to spatial cohesion [2]. Thus the peaks in
horizontal histogram corresponding to adjacent
Shirorekhas repeat after regular intervals. This
type of regularity is very rare in any image. It is
a special characteristic of Devanagari Script.
– Width of the Peaks : Since adjacent text is of
same font type and size, the thickness of Shirorekha of each text line will be the same, producing peaks of similar widths (number of rows)
in the horizontal histogram.
Step 5 All the regular blocks contain only text. Regular blocks are further sub divided in to text blocks
based on vertical projection profile.


2.2 Algorithm Description
Step 1 If the document is a grey scale image, then binarize the document. If the document is skewed, apply
skew correction.


Step 6 Irregular blocks contain images. They may also
contain text blocks on the left side or the right side
or both sides of the image. Hence a vertical projection profile is used to sub divide these blocks in to sub
blocks and the algorithm is called recursively. If the
vertical histogram fails to produce any sub blocks, then
that block is classified as an image block.



Step 2 Find the horizontal histogram of the document.



Step 3 Locate all the minima in the histogram.




Step 4 Cluster the histogram in to blocks so that each
block is classified as either a regular block or an irregular block.
Blocks of image whose histograms exhibit the following criteria are classified as regular blocks. All other
blocks are classified as irregular blocks.
– Shape and Width For every Devanagari text
line, the portion above the Shirorekha contains
the ascenders. Usually few characters in a line
have ascenders thus the number of black pixels
in these rows is less. Then there is a large increase in histogram since Shirorekha is the most
dominant horizontal line in text. In the portion below the Shirorekha, characters are present.



Step 7 To maintain the reading order of text in document, we need to sort the text blocks before going to
next phases in recognition, so that the final output of
recognition have a logical meaning [1, 5]. For this purpose, a simple approach could be to sort the text blocks
according to their left boundaries as major key and top
boundary as minor key.
But sometimes this simple approach can fail if an image larger than the column size is present with text
blocks on it’s right. In this case, the adjacent text block
might have larger left boundary as compared to other
text blocks in same column, even if it’s order is in between the blocks of the same column [26, 27]. To han-
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dle such case, we propose to use a method on the basis
of Insertion Sort using vertical overlap.
Here we maintain a queue Q of sorted blocks. Initially,
Q is empty. We put first text block in Q. For every
other text block T, we look for the first block in Q, say
Q’, which is either below or right of current block. At
this point, put T before Q’ in Q. The final queue will
be reading order of blocks. The main complexity lies
in finding the overlap between blocks to decide their
positions.
Figure 1 shows an example document image with the
associated histogram profile. Figure 2 shows individual
text blocks obtained after applying the algorithm presented
in this paper.

3. Limitations
The irregular shaped images with non-rectangular
shaped text blocks may result in loss of some text.
They can be dealt with by adapting algorithms available for Roman script [28, 29].


If there are images drawn only with sketches and not
filled or very sparse images, the contribution of pixels
of this image in histogram may be too less to produce
irregularity in pattern produced by adjoining text. In
this case, image might be misinterpreted as text.




The simple horizontal lines in between text might be
considered as text. Also the text surrounded by broad
horizontal and vertical lines from all four sides, may
result in detection of a complete document as single
image. This problem can be solved by applying line
detection algorithms [30] at the preprocessing stage

4. Conclusions
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Figure 1. Sample Image.

Figure 2. Resulting text blocks before re-ordering.
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